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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Oslo Raw Frogner from Oslo. Currently, there are 14 dishes and
drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Oslo Raw Frogner:
incredible eating at a beautiful location. so happy to find a caffe where they can simply order without worrying if
you really eat vegan or not. we had a pesto sandwich and the elfenbein waffel to share. both tasted absolutely

fantastic, burst with taste, looked like art and let us full for the rest of the day! we also split a piece of
lacritzkuchen; really heavenly to eat. for the people who are used on Dutch alcoho... read more. When the

weather conditions is nice you can also eat and drink outside. What User doesn't like about Oslo Raw Frogner:
atmosphere: posh, cozy tasting: 5/5 friendly service: 3/5 faster service: 3/5 price-performance ratio: 3/5 the food
is spectacular: great taste combinations, love to detail, fresh products. Unfortunately, the place is a sacrifice of its

own success. during the weekend is the line long, service is slow, tables are so close to each other that they
need to focus to filter out the talks of their neighbours. to enjoy the... read more. If you feel like something

sweet, you should visit Oslo Raw Frogner because they have enchanting desserts that will definitely satisfy the
sweet-tooth in you, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in a short time and fresh. Not to be left out is the
extensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, You can admire an impressive panorama of

the deliciously prepared meals, as well as a spectacular panorama of some of the local attractions.
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Toas�
TOAST

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Breakfast�
ACAI BOWL

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Has� Brown� an� Side�
OATMEAL

Super Food�
AVOCADO TOAST

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
AVOCADO

PESTO

MILK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PANINI

TOSTADAS

SANDWICH
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